-INTRODUCTION
We shall study the convergence and accuracy of the approximate solutions of the plate bending problem obtained with finite element methods using some nonconforming éléments. These éléments are the quadratic triangular element of Morley [15] , two cubic triangular éléments recently introduced by Fraeijs de Veubeke [9] , the rectangular element of Adini [1] and the triangular element of Zienkiewicz [3] , To obtain the corresponding error estimâtes, the keystone is the patch test of Irons [10] . The first three éléments pass the patch test for polynomials of degree less than or equal to 2 whatever the mesh geometry. Zienkiewicz's triangle passes it only if the mesh is generated by three sets of parallel lines. Adini's rectangle passes it for polynomials with degree less than or equal to 2, whatever are the dimensions of the rectangles and it passes a "super" patch test -so called by Strang [19] -when ail rectangles are equal.
II -EQUATIONS OF THE PLATE BENDING PROBLEM AND GENERAL ESTIMATES
The problem of the plate bending can be written as follows [13] . Let^Z be a bounded domain of the plane (x,y), with boundary F. We shall dénote by s a curvilinear abscissa along F and -^-the derivative along the outer normal on The following space will be of particular importance : 
JQ,
The problem of the clamped plate can be formulated as follows [13] :
To fïnd u ^Hl (Q) such that f 2 3) i U (M,V) = (/v) for ail vJ
The bilinear form a ( . ,. ) is H 2 -elliptic , since ( 
2.4) a (v,v) = a IAv|^^ + (l-a) | v |^n for ail v
Since it is also continuous over the space H^, the problem (2.3)has a unique solution u e i/^, and it is known that a G// 3 (fi)n^ (12) if fi is a convex polyIf we use the Green's formula, we get [13] : Hence, the solution u seems to be independent of the Poisson's coefficient o (see section VI).
We shall now define a fini te element approximation of problem (2.3). Définition 2.1 : We let P (£) dénote the space of ail polynomials in x and y, of degree less than or equal to J2.
Consider a triangulation "g. of 12 with éléments K with boundary 3K(the éléments will be either triangles or rectangles). To each element K, we associate a set of degrees of freedom and a fïnite dimensional space P K of shape functions uniquely defined by their values at the degrees of freedom. We assume that the functions of P K are at least twice continuousîy differentiable and that P K contains the space P (2) so that a first heuristical criterion of convergence ([21] ) is satisfïed.
We define the following geometrical parameters :
{h (K)) K p (K) = sup
{ diameter of the circles inscribed in K } .
h(K)
In what follows, we shall always assume that we have --< X , where X is a constant > 0 independent of h.
P \ K )
Now let V h be a fini te dimensional space of real valued functions defined on £7, continuous at the degrees of freedom of the éléments K belonging to TS h and whose restrictions to each éléments K belong to P^. A second heuristical criterion of convergence ([21] ) would imply that the functions of V h should be continuousîy differentiable on £2. On the contrary, as is often done for practical calculations we shall consider a space V h of functions which are not continuousîy differentiable on SI ; the éléments which are used are then nonconforming or incompatible ([10] , [19] , [20] , [21] We shall now dérive some gênerai estimâtes for the errors done on the strains (measured by the norm || • ||^) and on the displacements (measured by the norm H |l 0 n ). In the next paragraphs, we shali apply those results to different types of éléments : Morley's quadratic triangular element ( [15] For the first three éléments, the displacements are not continuous at the interfaces between éléments and for the last two éléments, the displacements are continuous, but the fust derivatives of the displacements are not continuous at the interfaces.
We have the following result ( [19] [20]).
Theorem2.1 : Assume that hypothesis (2.11) holds, and let w^e V h be the solution of problem (2.9) and u the solution of'problem (2.3).
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Then we have :
;C ( mf ||«-v|| A + sup ,
(2-12) ||«-«,|
where C is a constant > 0 independent of h, and where :
Proof.^Nt consider the expression X h defined as foîlows :
Applying Green's formula (2.5) to each element Kes h ,we get : This définitions can be made local if we replace w by the different basis functions of V^.
We shall see later on that all the éléments previously mentioned pass the patch test, which is a practical condition for convergence. For these five examples, the patch test combined with the continuity at the nodes will provide necessary and suffîcient conditions for convergence. For this purpose, the foîlowing lemma [4] may be useful : 
Then there exists a constant C = C (£ï) such that :
This lemma will be applied in the case where Q, is an element K^lZ h , and where k = 0, 9. = 0, W being the space of the first order derivative along a given direction of the functions o{P K . We shall now dérive some gênerai estimâtes for the displacements and their first order derivatives. We shall need the foîlowing resuit for the biharmonic problem, which is true whenever £2 has a sufflciently smooth boundary ( [14] ). Let ^ be the solution of the biharmonic problem : 
Moreover, for any *P h e V h , we have :
From the last two equalities, we get :
Equalities (2.17) and (2.18) combined with hypothesis (2.14) lead to inequalties (2.15) and (2.16).
III -MORLEY'S TRIANGLE AND FRAEIJS
DE VEUBEKE ELEMENTS
Given a triangle K with vertices A. with coordinates (x., y t ), K i < 3, we let :
X. -area coordinates relative to the vertices A^ 1< / <3 , ii) The space P^ of the shape functions is ^(2).
It can be shown that any function of P K is uniquely determined by its degrees of freedom described above, and we have : Given a function u defined and continuously differentiable on K, its interpolate r" u wül be the function of P K which is equal to u at the vertices of K and whose first normal derivative at the mid point of each edge are equal to the mean value of the first normal derivative of u along this edge.
ELEMENT TQM ELEMENT FV1 ELEMENT FV2
Local value of p dp Local value of ^ô n dp Mean value of ^õ n i) The degrees of freedom are the values of the functions at the vertices, at the centroid and at the mid-points of the edges of the element, and the mean value of the first normal derivative along each edge (figure 2).
ii) The problem of finding a complete cubic assuming any degrees of freedom has generally no solution, unless the following relationship is satisfied : iii) The space P K of the shape fonctions will be the space of all polynomials of P (3) which satisfy equality (3.2), and we have :
H--^ X 3 (2 X 3 -1) ( X 3 -1), *, (x,y) for i = 2 or 3 3 being defined by cyclic permutation of the indices.
We have the inclusions P (2) C P K C P (3).
Given a function w defined and continuously differentiable on K, its interpolate r K u will be the function of P K which is equal to u at the vertices and at the midpoints of the edges of K and for which the mean value of the first normal derivative along each edge is equal to the mean value of the first normal derivative of M along this edge. i) The degrees of freedom are the values of the fonctions at the vertices and at the centroid of the element, and the values of the first normal derivative at the Gauss points on each edge (figure 2).
ii) The space P K of the shape fonctions is P (3) . n° avril 1975, R-l.
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It can be shown that any function of P K is uniquely determined by the degrees of freedom previously described.
Given a function u defined and continuously differentiabie on K, its interpolate r K u will be the function of P K which takes the same values as u at the degrees of freedom.
For the three éléments defined above, the space V h will be the space of functions whose restriction to each triangle K e "G h belongs to P K which are continuous at the degrees of freedom, and equal to zero at the degrees of freedom located on the boundary F. Given a function u defined and continuously differentiabie on O, equal to zero, (along) with its fîrst order derivatives on the boundary F, its interpolate r h u will be the function of V h whose restriction to each K e ts h is equal to r K u.
We let S^be the set of all the edges S which are not contained in F and S^ be the set of all the edges S contained in F.
Generally, the inclusion V, C C° (Q) does not hold, but we have : Since we have continuity at the vertices, the mean value of the first order derivative directed along the edge is the same on both sides. dw For the element (I), we have P K = P(2), so -e P(l) and that the mean value of the first normal derivative is the same on both sides of the edge.
TMs property is also true, by définition, for element (II) = 0, then the first order derivatives of v. are constant on e ach element K : since the mean value of these derivatives are continuous at the inter element edges and equal to zero along the edges C r, the first order derivatives are equal to zero, Hence v h is constant on each element ; since v^ is continuous at the vertices of the éléments and equal to zero at the vertices e F, we have v h -0.
Lemma 3.3 : Patch test. For any u e P(2) and any w e V h ,we have : E h (u,w) = 0 for the éléments defined above, where E h is defined in Theorem 2.1.
Proof : Given an edge S belonging toS^ , we let K s and K' s dénote the two triangles which are adjacent to S, w and w' dénote the restrictions of w to K g and K' and ---, -~~ the first normal derivatives on S directed outward K , K' (we For the element T.Q.M., we let 7 K u be the unique function of P" such that :
For the element F.V.l, we let r K u be the the unique function of P" such that :
r^ru = u at the vertices and at the mid points of the edges of K.
\D ri u -mA = \Du • m A » 1 < / < 3 .
LA. IJ l I j
If we apply an affine theory as in [6] , we have in both cases, since Z*(2) C P-
For the element T.Q.M., we can show that :
and for the element F.V.l, we can show that :
Hence in both cases, we have f^ u =r K u , for all u and for all A" G TS^ ; inequality (3.14) gives immediately inequality (3.12).
The proof is more complicated for the element F.V.2. We proceed as in [7] , [8] . Let 7 K wbe the unique function of P K such that :
at the vertices and at the centroid of K, 
Going back to the element K, we get :
Summing over all the edges S G S^ U S^, we get :
The same inequality can also be derived for i E 2 (w, vv-w^) | and we get the estimate (3.20) .
For any function q defined and continuous at the nodes, we let qf be the continuous function equal to q at the vertices of all the triangles K and whose restriction to any triangle K G 7^ belongs to P (1).
We have :
We consider the bilinear form :
and v = w-w h , and the corresponding bilinear form on K :
èi -/. P (^ ds .
One can show that [6] , [14] :
Going back to the element K, we easily get :
Summing over all the éléments K, we get inequality (3.21).
We are now able to show the foîlowing estimâtes :
Therorem3 
IV -ARI ADINFS RECTANGULAR ELEMENT Définition 4.1 : Ari Adini's element [ 1 ] is deflned as follows :
i) The geometrical shape is a rectangle (or a parallelogram),
ii) The degrees of freedom are the values of the function and of its first order derivatives at the vertices of the rectangle ( figure 3), iii) The space P K of the shape functions is defined by : { P=PoF~l ; VpGP ) , with
The problem of finding a function G P K assuming any given degrees of freedom has a unique solution and the shape functions can be expressed easily in local coordinates £, T? if we use the isoparametric mapping F K defined for -K*,T?<lby: The space V. will be the space of functions whose restriction to e ach quadrilatéral K belongs to P K , and which are continuous along with their fîrst order derivatives at the vertices of the rectangles. At the vertices belonging to F ,the degrees of freedom are set equal to zero.
The functions of V h are continuous over f2, equal to zero on F, but generally they are not continuously differentiable.
Lemma 4.1 : Problem (2.9) has a unique solution u. constructed with the element described above. when V h is
Proof : Let v h SV h be such that || v h \\ -0. Then the first order derivatives of v h are constant on each element ; since they are continuous at the vertices of the éléments and equal to zero at the vertices €î F, they are equal to zero on £2. Then v^ is constant on each element ; since v. is continuous on £2 and equal to zero on F, v h is equal to zero on £2 .
Lemma 4.2 : Patch Test, For any u G P(2) and any wGK^we have : E h (u,w) = 0, where E h is defînedin Theorem 2.1.
Proof : Since we have the inclusion ^CC° (£2), we can write : (4.6) E h («,w) = El (u, W ) = K T^ j^ ((1 -a-) |f -* We shall consider separately the edges parallel to the x and y axes.
We write : E x = E x + E , with
(4.7) V*«>-,£ (4. 8 )
Let --be the continuous function whose restriction to each element K belongs to 0(1), the space of all polynomials q of the form q=a+bx+cy+dxy, and which takes the same values as -at the vertices of the éléments. 
/a
We shall show a stronger and more local resuit, i.e. : The calculations will be done on the référence element K, in coordinates £ , 17 . On the element £ , any function wEV h can be written as :
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(?) +T?
2^2 tt) +Î? 3 ^ (I) , where P Q andi^ (resp.F 2 and P 3 ) are polynomials of degree<3 (resp.<l).
It is easy to see that :
Hence we have :
where Ay is the length of the edge parallel to the y-axis. Error bounds : We define the interpolate r h u E V h of any continuously differentiable function u as the unique function of V h which is equal to u and whose first order derivatives are equal to those of u at the vertices of the éléments. If we apply the resuit of [6] on Hermite interpolation, we get : Lemma 4.1 : We have the estimate :
for any v G ƒƒ * (K) , k -3 or 4 and for any K G *6, , where C is a constant > 0 independent of K and v.
We shall need the following technical resuit whose proof is straightforward : 
Wehave:
We can apply Lemma 2.1 with fi = 1, k = O, £2 -K and W = dx r K 9 since according to (4.9) and (4.11) we have
Hence we have the estimate :
Going back to the rectangle K, we get :
Summing over all the éléments A^G ^, we get inequality (4.15).
Applying Lemma 4.2, we easily get inequality (4.16).
We shall now consider what happens when the rectangles are equal.
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We need the following notations. Let £1 be the rectangle
In 12, we defïne the points A., , 0 </ < / , 0 < ƒ < /, of coordinates where : Lu and dy 2 sum over all the indices ƒ, 0 < / < /-1. This second proof is much more complicated, and its interest will be shown in the following resuit.
Lemma 4.7 :
Assume that x i +1 -x. = Lx , 0 < / < 7-1, and -v. = Ly f f 0 < / < /-1, we ^/ze/î have : 4 (Sl) and we^, where C is a constant > 0 independent of h.
Proof : We use inequalities (4.21) and (4.23) along with Lemma 4,2. Summing over the indices j , 0 < ƒ < /-1 , we get an estimate for E (w,w). The same work can be done for E (w,w) and we get inequality (4.25). Remark 4.4 : Inequality (4.25) states that the patch test is passed for allw€ J P(3). We are now able to dérive the following error bounds : Theorem 4.1 ; Assume that u G # 3 (£2) and let u h GV h be the solution ofproblem (2.9). Wehave:
Moreover, assume that «e// 4 (î2) and that x j+1 -x. = Ax, 0 < i < 7-1 , y j+l -y, = ày , O < / < J-\ , then : i ) The degrees of freedom are the values of the functions and of their first order derivatives at the vertices of the element ( figure 5) .
ii) The space P K of the shape functions will be the space of ail functions P of P (3) satisfying the following relation :
We can show that the problem of fïnding a function of P K assuming any given degrees of freedom has a unique solution, and we have :
The following inclusions hold : P(2) C P K C P(3)
Local value of p
Local values of the first order derivatives of p. Now, given a function u defined and continuously differentiable on K, its interpolate r^u will be the function of P K which takes on the same values as u at the degrees of freedom.
The space V h will be the space of ail functions whose restrictions to each K G 'S h belong to P K , which are continuously differentiable at the vertices of the éléments and equal to zero along with their first order derivatives at the vertices belonging to F. Given a function u G C 1 (iï) n HQ (£2) , its interpolate r h u willbe the function of V h whose restriction to each KG "6'^is equal to r" u .
The following inclusion holds : V h C C° (SI) ; however the functions of V h are not generally continuously differentiable on £2 . For any u GP(2) , w6F^ and any edge A i A. 9 since the first derivatives of w belong to P(2) on each element, we can write : Summing up all these equalities, we easily get :
This equality is also true for the two other directions, and for all the basis functions of the space V h . The patch test is then passed. 
where C is a constant > 0 independent of h . 
Proof
VI -MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS Another type of boundary conditions :
Consider the problem of a simply supported plate, which can be written as follows : let W = j v G# 2 (SI) ; v ^ 0 on T ] ; we want to find u G W such that:
By using Green's formula, it c#n be shown that if the solution u of problem 6.1 is smooth enough, then u is also solution of the problem : (6.2) (6.3)
To get an approximate solution of this problem, we may again use the method described in paragraph II, with a space W h constructed with one of the five éléments given in the preceding sections. But, in this case, the functions v h G W h will be equal to zero (along with their tangential derivatives, for the Ari Adini's and Zienkiewicz éléments) at the vertices belonging to F , and no assurnption is made for the normal derivatives.
As far as the existence of an approximate solution is concerned, nothing is changed, since ail what we need is the fact that the tangential derivative (or its mean value along one edge) is equal to zero.
As far as the patch test is concerned, nothing is changed for the expressions E 2 (w,w) and £* 3 (u,w) .
But it is no longer true that £\ (u,w) = 0 for ail u ^P 2 the lemmas and theorems giving error bounds are still valid since it is sufficient that the above expression vanishes for the exact solution u of (6.2), (6.3).
Existence of the approximate solution when cr = 1 :
The exact solution of the clamped plate problem does not depend upon the Poisson's coefficient o . However the approximate solution u h does depend upon o . The question then arises as to what should be the "best" value of the constant o for a given h , and what happens if one sets a = 1 to simplify the mathematical expression of a (w,v), although physically o has a given value less than or equal to 0.5. In the latter case, inequality (2.10) is useless and one has to reconsider the problem of the existence of an approximate solution and the validity of the error bounds.
Actually, if one sets o = 1, one cannot use the three éléments of section III, since the quadratic form a h (w f w) is no longer V h elliptic. It is easy to see that setting AH> equal to zero on each triangle yields on each element one homogeneous équation in the case of element I, two équations in the case of element II and three in the case of element III ; this does not imply that w = 0. For example, one can consider a mesh as on figure 7.
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• J
• degrees of freedom of the element TQM A triangulation of the domain with triangles generated by three famüy of parallel Unes.
In table I we give the number of équations corresponding to Aw = 0 in e ach element and the dimension of V h with respect to the type of the eiement used. If one uses the éléments described in section IV and V, then writing Aw =0 on each element, for w G V h , induces that w = 0 so that there exists a constant C (h) >0 suchthat : for all wG^ .
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But we are unable to décide whether this constant C (h) is uniformly strictly positive with respect to h, although we know that an inequality such as that of (6.5) holds for ail functions in the space H^ (12) , with a constant obviously independent of h.
Case where the éléments considered an section IV, are not ail rectangles for a given triangulation.
This probiem does not arise for the éléments of section III, since no hypothesis has to be done on the shape of the éléments to pass the patch test and get error bounds. For the element of section IV, consider a domain £2 as on figure 8 , and consider the element K = AyA^A^A^. 
